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One of my best friends, let’s call him FX Besöndum for the sake of simplicity , put it aptly: “Luther had a problem, the Ancathete did not want to go.” [1] If we interpret the failure of the “Ancathete” 
as a euphemism for constipation, then there is much truth to this apparent nonsense frinter. But to the actual : The idea of   the future of art and creativity inevitably brings the principle of selec-
tronics into play. What happens namely, if we, difficult for eitgebunden and in [duration], being of a pixel display in full HD - True Color mode out? Then we have it with 2 . 073 . 600 pixels, each of 
which can occur in 16,777,216 color shades . The total number of displayable graphics that would result from this output parameters is, 2073600 16,777,216th This number , let’s call it simplicity N ɨ 
kolai [2] , is so overwhelming enormously that the mere desire to pronounce or - it must appear grotesque, even more grotesque than a horde of shrill-willing guitarists, the spat of the “Costa Concor-
dia” spatio to reverse or the correction of “Ie” to “d. h “with subsequent application to the vacant space as a space dandy [3] . Hardly any number comes as close to Infinity as Nɨ kolai . But what are 
the implications for the arts and artists -Schaffen -His, if purely hypothetical with an otherworldly computer that would be able to create, store and retrieve n ɨ kolai graphics , may be experimented 
? O ur Hyper computer from the Naturum is why [4] should have a correspondingly hyper-smart algorithm -automation with which he a priori sorted out all those options whose information content is too 
low, or about huge piles of pixels featureless gray or blacks or all derivatives Black squares, rectangles & C o. In addition, this powerful Algori s mechanism should be able to make an entropic grada-
tion of the remaining image files, so that the artist of the future - the Selectroniker - knows from the outset, where to look for amorphous Paranichts or fine structure bo . And by now is clear: What 
the se Selectronik machine can offer rie, is not less than all, at least to some, namely above developed technical framework. Book pages of existing, non-existent and almost existent educational novels 
will be just as to be found u r, your mother, assembly, pathogen, cartoons, Lalem-perfidy, abbreviations, katabatic stitch sur- or realistic photographs omythien, not all glass beads in the toy box, 
album cover, Transgressoren, Noms de Plume, Rilened Fats (= Rheinland -Palatinate), sculptures of all kinds and from art, ürn transverse Teme, ballistic Panspermien, ekpyrotische multiverse, the notes 
to folk songs from the planet W and symphonies to date as unfinished or ( bar ) - bar . S afidale (per ) mutations of existing worlds , Borges’schees and Selbstreferenzielles en masse , exact blueprints 
for Raymond-Roussell and Luigi Serafini apparatuses and their countless erroneous copies, but also to functioning equipment, the Without the diligent efforts of the Adefis Large Selectroniker, it would 
not be possible to build them until 4,200 , 8,400, or 16,800 years ago. Screenshots of movies like Pulp Fiction with Al (most) Pacino, snatches of dialogue from Pum p Ficktion 2, stage directions to 
Bulb Fist on 8 8 8, pornographic derailments from hell ... urgently needed to launch the “selectronic revolution”. A quartet calculator of the type “TÜT” as large as {° | °} should generate all imagi-
nable pictures and store them on a quartet stick of the type “KÄK” as big as [/> ° <\]. The actual goal is to completely replace all creativity with selection, since all conceivable works of art are 
already on the Quamtenstick of the type “KÄK” as large as [/>].ectronic r discovery No. 39902 1lectronisc he r discovery No. 5500699343 / ais #Under a Selectron we understand the smallest art-giving 
unit. Unlike a selectrom, which is the hardware of choice for a selectronic revolution, Selectronen are allies of Panthasie, who are related to each other ... “J. mumbled as he clumsily went in the 
rain.ectronic r discovery No. 599000000 / 00Iere have always been artists who have the adventurous, the absurd, the fathomless, the abysmal, the abominable, the abstruse, the abstruse, the nightmarish, 
the amoral, the different, the anencephalic, the frightening, the eccentric, the avant-garde, the dubious, the threatening, the bewildering, the tattered - Cheated, Oppressive, Special, Worrying, Bes-
tial, Bizarre, Bottomless, Chaotic, Chthuluoide, Dadaist, Degenerate, Delphic, Diabolical, Disharmonic, Dissonant, Dramatic, Unconventional, Enormous, Degenerate, Horrible, Exalted, Exorbitant, Exotic, 
Experimental ] Oneiroide, Orgiastic, Perverse, Phantasmagoric, Progressive, Pythonesque, Puzzles, Riotous, Revolutionary, Safidale, Nefarious, Bad, Shrill, Quirky, Nonsense, Sibylline, Mindless, Scan-
dalous, Quirky, Spacy, Whimsical, Surreal, Transcendental, Dreamlike, Overempirical , Exalted, supernatural, superconducting, Exaggerated, sane, indecent, inexpressible, unbelievable, unconventional, 
excessive, inexpressible, unreal, corrupted, twisted, twisted, crazy, eccentric, transgressed, disturbing, audacious, daring, insane, disgusting, whimsical, cerebral, etc. sought - and not infrequent-
ly found.electronischer Fund, signature JPJÜÜ§J) JÜJÜASDhe idea of   the abolition of art or the artist is not brand new, but surprisingly young. If you leave about Democritus atomism and other ancient 
protozoa ignored, you have to with the named after himself German Ph touch Kurd Lasswitz start, which was the inspiration for his “universal library” and thus initiated the Permutantengenre. While 
Laßwitz inspired also named after him, even literary award, for its carriers, among others, GG Allin and the number 8995 are inspired “The Universal Library” the Spaniard Jorge Louis Borger to the es-
say “Do you want the total library?”, Which itself as Assist the iconic short story “the library of Bubli” the most prominent iteration of Gedankenexper iments inspired. Graphic artists, architects, 
mathematicians and S chüler have at the library teeth which have to serve as piano keys, or Papayastückchen De s tinchen bitten off. Until the author and autodidactic programmer Jonathan came to Amer-
ica from baseball and on libraryofbabel.info, “ I nspiration for any with curiosity or sense of humor to reflection on the weirdness of existence “ realized the notorious for their monstrosity public 
library. A clever algorithm generates and outputs every possible book page consisting of 3200 characters. Hundreds of hours flowed into the land, where milk and honey stagnate, and out came the impres-
sive fleshing of the once ultraspeculent text. With which Basile of Selectronik than ever approached image archive of Babe l so much to someone before and corrupt even the Nanolaus that emerged among 
others on the Selectrom with the signature)) “§JÜJU * Ü”.ctronic Fund UÜJI§ÜJÜJ§many monkeys are needed to fill so many cubic light years with perverse super shit . If, however, all the pinstripe print-
ers in the world are occupied by Leibnizmads, who like the Aleph fish a hologra represent hyperredundante RAID singularity, then the Z changes ahl enormous and there is eschatological Pupern instead. 
The Seelentronik however, ensures the ultimate canonization, where 1 = 0 = no art and art means. S o how the survivors are only a variety or “subset of bodies” (Niezhai) is h AUC sense only a subset 
of naturum around there. The special thing about universal dingos is their utter inability to create maggots in the world . To be or not to be does not really come into question, because it has to be 
clarified : to be or not to be or body or bicht body or [ ... ] ÖüüÖ üÖüÖ ÖüÖÖÖ ÖüüÖ .lectronischer Fund ÜÜJ “§ÜJMÄ” mä  e Se lectroniker changed his art craft the educational leaflet (see “ We have 
everything there “) . The question of where is ultimately the question of e nergetischen investment that must be made. The information energy l ässt from the entropy and H u rendynamik in Geier head 
marasmatisch calculated. Is it easier to invent something or find to create or to sele c animals? Last but not least, this has to do with the complexity radiation emitted by every static or dynamic, 
concrete or abstract entity .hat value does art if it never comes from inside, but always inside? If there is no giving, only taking? Any creative impulse must serve the Selectronic process alone , 
Accordingly j Ede l’a rt pour l’art is a waste of energy. Systematically operated Selectronik has to do exclusively with Algorithmie , however, takes place censorship of art ideas because they do not 
serve the s electro African Endz iel, the raising of existing resources. If a treasure already exists, you should make the effort to duplicate it, instead of his secret place s au to make resourceful 
and raise him there?here are no rlei metadata, since all data are primary. The Selectronik he sits like a monk in his Selectrodensack and does not believe in the power of his grandchildren , but only 
pictures and images. All artists are prosecuted because they do not belong to the Selectronikerkaste and sin against the great Naturum Dárum. ( Heretics unfortunately have to stay outside. ) The writ-
ers, artists and musicians in the underground are hunted and torn by the Selectrom monks , d f you do not follow the Se lectrom. The s electro African conquerors tolerate no overheads creative, but 
only selectiver Art. Whoever invents something before he rezipiert sensual, is at a Blasphem. At the Selectronik front will be fought for the supremacy of madness, the system critics are brutal poets 
with visions and want nothing more than the perfect blowing up of the Naturum Dárum.lectronic Funüjjü23walk through the nocturnal Sansabienne proves to be very demanding. In Sansabienne s electronische 
movies be shown in cinemas the dark, mostly experimental strips. Many passers-by are selectronic writers who have long started their searches . Some pictures are already diving for the second o the 
third time, which can be frustrating. The Algorismus is wrong calibrated, the Selectrom pokes out of round in probabilistic pile, indulges in hormone toxins and extracted whirring vector corpses.lec-
tronischer Fund I`ÜÜJJÜ§J) I§nary coding allows the conversion of any physical signal, whether audio or video, into sequences of bytes. There is thus a uniformity of phenomena. So it is about possible 
to display an audio file graphically or a text-PDF n to be converted into an audible and not odorless mp3. The universal convertibility of u nterschiedlichsten phenomena responsible for the transfinite 
permeability between things of existence, w hich in turn leads to the complete obliteration of all conceivable limits or v unmasked ielmehr all limits or limit experiences as unreal. The difference 
between a penis and a gas tank is the same as between a washing machine and an earthworm - virtually not available.nce qualitative differences are now only seemingly established, we can get involved in 
the essential - the length. A long penis is better than a short washing machine because longer with better and shorter with worse equate to . But what about other dimensions ? Thickness, width, depth, 
etc. can be without W e iteres as aspects of the Length express, so finally L ength must turn out to be the only conceivable quantitative or qualitative property. The transfinite permeability thus has 
to Fo l ge that it should come to no complaints when the distinguished dinner party instead of a solo recital at the Koblenz Guitar Festival one header, one gold hammer and one little sack Gel gets to 
the turnip . The only difference is in the length of the 1 compared to the 0 - in the case of the guitar , the 1 is usually longer.he situation is similar with the language on the same (I r -) operating 
level of reality as physics, chemistry and microbiology. The arbitrary of our sign system does not end there, but continues with the sign. If we stick to the term “music”, so we can be sure that it 
only differs si c h in the length of the term “concept”. Thus, the contents of a German-Arabic dictionary are confusingly similar to the last (or next) appearance of Lady Going. The psycho realistic 
skepticism ver l a n from the absolute gt us insight that the H in only one parameter (if any) differs irn the poet from the G ehirn a pus heap, namely in length.ow is sufficient evidence: The CD with the 
zeros and ones contains taxpayer’s wet pups and ( among other things ) the number Pi in binary notation. But it is precisely the concept of convertibility that raises the Selectroniker over the dubious 
caste of writers, artists and animals. The typical artist will want to help to his right to creativity and self-expression, while the Selectroniker in end - makes such selfless activities the t different 
things located, only then them lengthwise into his deviant archives abzul ay. Here the concept de r box comes to mind, think about what should not be idle, as it does not think. As far as the charac-
ter length is concerned, the caste system is probably shorter than the charac- ter system.f we hereafter by the convertibility of the various system s and subsystems into one another, ergo their 
equivalence swagger, then schwadroniere n W e but also appears from the good- ness and eternity of special Informationsgradienten who have bequeathed us the entropy. It is therefore a great b 
e chance of succeeding before that seals us claustrophobic, the word “phobia” an unknown person . The indistinguishability of a phobia of its opposite, the penis man, leaves us astonished 
- about the world and ourselves = the world.Of course, the difference between Selec trik and Selectronik is not a long one. In fact, the property of the length of the other properties, such 
as longitude or length is hardly distinguishable n while. The ability to distinguish something from something “other” is not to be underestimated n which we should approach us 
mainly through the chest. But any attempt ends in error, that’s the nature of things. On the whole, we come from the top down and are not astonished when there is no more 
grandiosity. Shepherds break through the blanket, stabbing each other with massive breastbone a b and ensnare the blood, where the vocabulary proudly presents their glans 
.Everything that is is forbidden. Everything around us is grammar and vocabulary language. This metaphor has a long penis. Lies have long penises, but shorts, so that the 
things he wont to hang out.ctronischer Fund IÜÜJ§J)n the swimming pool is doner kebab. In summer, the shorts are very suitable to extract a long leg from a pair of shorts. 
The shorts then benefit the monkey brain, especially as the brown dwarfs inflict any changes on us . From the blood comes all the data that belongs to the great CD 
of mankind. If, in the end, instead of the DNA database, mere pro- fane tax tricks land in the bio bin, then man, as he lives and lives, has had bad luck. The 
meat is re- rationalized in returnable bottles , the wine kisses tap water. No cow eggs and no illegal meat stuff, please. No airing under 3 goulash-hours, 
even Ö is measured in goulash-hours. Please stümmele the horror prey from massive rooms and suggest the bruising henceforth.he Selectroniker is a scien-
tist, artist, historian, futurologist, prophet and bullshit artist at the same time. He works interdisciplinary to transdisciplinary, he is like the 
roots of the Weltenesche, he is running for all officesSe- lectronic r Fund No. 699 96996696666699966669966966 / xyxi r discovery Nr. 00000 
40000000000000000000000000ohy was this rat wearing glasses? Suddenly the monitor came on and a strange picture made J very lively: One could see 
an absurd variation of Dürer’s self-portrait in Artrock, on which the artist was shown with a wire, which led from his index finger to the eye 
and disappeared in a very organic way ,ELECTRONIC FUND No. 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000selectronics had become reality. At 
first there was a lot of misshapen stuff on the screen, as precise as it was meaningless. But among them was a heavily hooded, if not mummi-
fied, head of a woman. Her expression was supposed to be an in-between mourning and weirdness. There were also anthropomorphic poles in the 
picture, below. Upon extensive consideration J said to recognize barely visible writing. Before he could start looking for the zoom function, 
the correct image section was automatically enlarged. The suspected lettering was now recognizable: GEL. Apparently, the image control went 
beyond the purely intuitive. Had J possibly become part of the Selectronsichen continuum with the help of the rat? A non-deterministic random gen-
erator seemed to work inside the machine, scouring the image archives. A synaptic twitch was enough, and already a new graphic from the shallows of 
the Oddness Spaces was displayed in the Now. spent the first few days browsing the Selectrosichne database like a shopping addict. Interestingly, a sophis-
ticated AI seemed to filter out those images whose information den- sity was below a certain critical value. After several days of exploration and amazement, J 
tentatively deactivated the entropy frill by thought-beam, and from then on Ratte’s spell overflowed with unrestrained nonsensical tractionisms without boundaries 
and mind. After trillions of pixel sets that seemed fixed or pointless like a mixture of Rothko, Malewitsch, Reinhardt, Newman and Pollock, he began to divine a se-
cret nature. A entropy was installed somewhere, J wanted to crack it. What kind of message was this that hid so well between Cisch and Transch? J did not succeed in 
pursuing this idea, and so he reactivated the intelligent Friller to continue his methodological research.ronic Fund üuiüi23he first thing he encountered was the 
image of a girl whom J not only was charming, but also familiar. He looked at the portrait and was impressed by the authenticity of the facial features. But already 
the next picture was an amazing distortion of the predecessor: The same girl was to be seen, this time naked. The face was still right, but instead of fingers she 
had small penises from different animals. A cat penis was there, a ray penis. At close scrutiny, J reached by gluing his eyes, he thought he was making out his 
own little penis instead of the left ring finger. He switched on and was confronted with a scene mocking every description: a kind of exploded version of his 
self-performed unspeakable practices with the girl’s penises, ex- cept that this time his toes were subject to that phallic substitution. Gradually came the 
thought that he had last accidentally switched to a more special- ized type of filter, the thematically related to a series of pictures could summarize. He was 
deeply moved and disgusted with the capabilities of the Selecthron, which he had climbed over a surreal interface with the Naturum Dàrum. His bold visions had now 
become tangible and he had to be careful that he was up to them and their reality. As he continued leafing through the magnificence of the catalog, he soon realized that 
the random generator was even more contained. For the following thousands of images represented a fluidly animated zoom sequence: Starting from the absurd scenario between 
him and the strange morphology of an almost forgotten acquaintance, a certain point on his cervical spine moved increasingly into the center of the image. After 1000 pictures 
you could see a black foreign object that was between his pores. After 2000 pictures, J became aware of the considerable complexity of the nanoaggregate, which at first seemed 
like an irrelevant liver spot. After 5000 pictures, the viewer found himself in the midst of a microscopic cinema hall. The animation did not stop there: The curtains opened and a 
film was started on the screen behind. About 100,000 pictures later, J had witnessed an alogical compilation of incongruent details. Just J had just thought this, as appeared in the next 
picture, an extensive list of terms. “Giant Goal Zero.” J wondered at how aptly these words described his movie experience. He went on to read: “Psoriasis Slanting Foot Position, Aierstock 
Brachialgia, Respiratory Society Society for Anxiety”. These words were bizarre. “Farm bells Bihindi-Kack, Centurion Vrilzinken, peppercorn magician Opilio, after Schreifarnmanier, 
Unfrankly diabetic feet, Eidolon Simulacrum Falsus Procurator, Kazakh rubs, Fett- pfropf-hierurgy, lysozyme digestive fire, hotel proctologist with Spontanbabinski, shipment fate 
Holzknechtraum, Paramedicum Armed Surgery”. Was it possible that even the deepest and most unformulatable layers of his subconscious could find a forum here? “Urethral fish tuber-
cles, spastic paresis of the diaphragmatic nazis, animal husbandry by buxom- hair, marmoreal sunshine, Bohemian-Catholic Nostradame, Day of deranged hedgehog, Kannmeister 
quiver service, roundworm animal magnet, flocking fuchsia, sticky biopunk, men- ingitic-flowing intestinal shark, grinding witch humid treasure, Hyade Burdachstrang , Erb-
Rochen / Natter, Forgotten Tea Trabucco, Hello = Horror, Bed Star Galactica, Mongolor Mocking “. Gradually, he felt the Selectronic flow in himself: in his kneecaps, in his 
forehead, behind his ears ... “Kneecap management, Coolhunter termite algo- rithms, Dickum trumpets Fickum, data loo in the shadow village, from the edge of the plate to 
the garbage man, Kosher Nostra excellent in Nasenmathe, butt bulbs Faustini Hanutin, Stachelingus Kimmenfaust, Nagelkimme Lunofart, Dance of Breeders, Kant spoke Manisch, 
Multitouch-Wasser, Venia Legehenni, Omus Magnum, Madelung’s murder burner, Datev welding inverter, Super-Elmar Neuroblaster, Muldenbub auscultate ... leaned back contentedly, 
knowing that he was fully in control of Selectronics.electronischer Fund No. 3ß2ßß2ß ßßßßßßßßßß303ß3ß0ß22ß2ß23ß03030ß00000ßßTermeiJ • tersTrdutizanlome ntESIFecause SAi letBrovoPOili-
LAseAC URS CHWANzBimmallection as a creativity surrogate of the coming millennium ______ard disk has a storage capacity of 760 x 10 ^ 290029937745664,28823040947729 ZB. That should be 
more t enough to save all possible pixel constellations on my 10.000 x 10.000 pixel measuring screen (with over 16 Viehlionen shades per pixel) as a cumshot. 4 days ago, the new era of 
Selecdronig has begun. For 4 days now I am already busy to sift, organize, to secrete the approximately 2.000.000.000.00000.00000000000000.000 x 10 ^ 1777700000 graphics. A clever al-
gorithm ensures that I am always confronted with a minimum information density and get the 0-Trash not even face. Nevertheless, Viehles wanders straight to the wastebasket. But of course 
I have already met some great pearls. Below are some of these last “found” classics presented:1. a colorful picture (Üll on Grips, 50 x 1000 m), which I have spontaneously called “the 
birth of man from no evil”:. a serrated lettering consisting largely of signs of a nonexistent alphabet.. a jerking maggot with a speech bubble, in the “[FONTCourier New”] My hard 
[SIZE = “7”] p [/ size] la eh teinepeicherka |||||||| “| pazittv76B.Da more than” stands.4. “When Yesus came to town, all the birds died dead (Yes = scarecrow 93211).” electronischer 
Fund No. 459439399239239230230202020202020202020 ^ 0 ^ 0 ^ °5. “I look in the mirror and see tiny little heads roll down the inside of the glass, they all have my face.” . “switch Fine Labmän-
ner shoot each other with Neuterballaden brain capsules from.” . “Textile Metal is booming out of the Bose condensate, and a colorful, winged animal crosses the bizarro space.” 8. “From a time-
blast arises a semiotic bird of prey.” 9. “... image stutters because a certain , very rare video file is not yet finished.” 10. “ The sufferings of the young VLC “ 1. “Film Rights For Codex 
Seraphinianus Surrendered.” 2. “With Kyle XY inthe hyperfractal bag dimension” 13. “Let’s call this bird Max-Peter and imply a fetishist obsession with ornithological dexterity.” 5. “The double 
helix is   definitely a great roller coaster, the double helix as an archaic secret of life in DNA’s Lunapark.” 16. “Putting on a knowing smile like a DJ a good record” 17. “Various birdmen stick to 
it, leafing through the shoulders of countless colleagues.” 18. “One leafed through my ribs and shoulders like in a book.” 19. “Two pimples meet under the lip, and one of them has strong hallucinations 
and believes in the supremacy of the Gaulan.” 20. “. MacGuffins A very strange k peep-meaning man guarding The man himself is bulkheads and carries a corresponding stocking -. And Women’s prose is like 
a spanner in s a bill.”electronischer Fund No. DERGÜLDNE SELECThRONRT DATEART WORK      “And we’ve stopped the Humvees super-neatly haha!” So, before I spank you, let me remind you of the wooden screw-
driver, the wooden chess against an opponent without a sick finnish brain [5] played and lost each time. Unfortunately, you can hardly agree, wormhole inferno [6] .How now ? No, but life defecates one 
always    se you can see that, but you do not have to. Anyone can smear a bit of black metal makeup on their faces and be shitty. [8th] ecause he acted cool and primitive on the wings of self-right-
eousness like the last Nihil Hihi.s in reality.However, his pseudonym was Nihilnutz foam. Does this name trigger some very spciation chain for you? also brake for Satan [0] .bly gargled with rusty nails 
[11] . Almost like whores combine from the swamps [12] . Well, without weirdness, the world would be dead long ago.    Oh, God, we can do such a thing of ourselves, my dear. Our life Figurshi, the fine 
little man in the waddle, type Figursky.Schubu already makes sure that mum exam [...] and the prostate [13] becomes.want to have great, after all, you have a child named access under the world.ay) __nius 
will inevitably play fetish in the future. It’s still gnarly time pixel what? Dann 2073600, von denen jeder an Transaktion 16777216 = Gesamtzahl ken auf Parameter/Järgneb = 207.360.016.777.216 führte 
“, sagt er. Nur Nɨkolai ist nicht Exitus, weil nicht Millionen. das entspricht 16.777.216 2,0736 nach der Farbauswahl, um Stahlstich von Turbo-Struktur zu finden. Wir bieten dieses Kraftfahrzeug für 
mindestens den spezifischen Kontext aller Verwegenen, bev or die Technik flügge werden konnte. Die bestehenden Websites – und es ist annähernd nicht existent, um dem Süden zu wandeln, oder eine abstrak-
te Mutter auf Echtpelz und jede Art von Kantussen. Anfang gab es keine (in ) Hausarbeiten verschiedener Staturen von Glossen, Lithografien, Weltraumutationen, Selbstreferenz der Vereinten Borges, un-
zählige defekte Geräte. Aber das gesamte Team ist bestrebt, fachgemäß zu arbeiten, die effektive Nutzung von Adefis = 8400 4200 Jakobsmuscheln, 2-stufige Pumpe 888 ... Kopf und Beine sind weg.ory in 
Practice - Colonizing the Sunbumtitel ist in bezug auf die albumqualität aussagefähigrasses plättchen nämlich! die vorteile dieses albums liegen klar auf der hand: die lyrics sind, zumindest was das 
erste, titelgebende lied angeht, überdurchschnittlich. mit track nummer 1 habe ich mich intensiv auseinandergesetzt und kann mit stolz und liebe verkünden, dass hier eine ungeheur treffsichere korrela-
tion zwischen text und musik besteht, kompositour de force galore. zwar ist der opener zugleich der höhepunkt des albums, aber der rest kann sich verdammt noch mal auch hören lassen. erstaunlich!o Hour 
- The Towers of Avariceses Album ist das atmosphärische Werk einer technischen Progmetalband, von der noch Großartiges zu erwarten sein dürfte. Ich kann mich nicht einer Assoziation zu METROPOLIS er-
wehren, eine mögliche Neuvertonung des Stummfilmklassikers sollte, wie ich finde, unbedingt auf das eine oder andere Stück dieser Platte zurückgreifen, ganz ernsthaft. Viele Kritiker von “The Towers of 
Avarice” bringen vor, dass das Album monoton ist und nicht genügend Abwechslung bietet. Das mag zwar in der einen oder anderen Hinsicht stimmen, allerdings darf man nicht vergessen, dass es sich hier 
um ein Konzept handelt, welches zum Beispiel die musikalische Umsetzung von riesigen, unaufhörlich arbeitenden Maschinen leisten muss. Durch die robotisch anmutenden Riffs, die präzise ausgeführt und 
nicht in zu kleiner Anzahl vorhanden sind, aber dennoch hier und da ein paar Takte unverändert wiederholt werden, kommt ein Gefühl der Unterdrückung durch eine überlegene Macht auf, was dem Plot dieses 
Albums (und der Assoziation zu METROPOLIS) sehr gut tut. Jeder Song bietet zudem genug Entwicklung. Bis zum Schluss kommen neue Elemente hinzu, sodass ausreichend Vielfalt vorhanden ist. Und die Produk-
tion ist vorbildlich! es ging mir nicht ums Ausweichen, sondern primär darum, dass die Frage nicht trivial ist und ich   hätte in mich gehen müssen, um sie angemessen zu beantworten. Jetzt bin ich 
etwas in mich gegangen und stelle fest, dass mich hauptsächhlich eine Sehnsucht antreibt und schon immer angetrieben hat - die nach dem Ultraspekulativen und dem Seltsamen. Das (möglicherweise/wahr-
scheinlich unausgegorene) Spiel mit der “Selectropfer-Identität” bzw. Bestreitung oder Beseitigung der eigenen Autorschaft war gedacht als Aufwertung der (Vor-)Lesung. (Als Nichtschauspieler   habe ich 
das Ausweichen und Fingieren übrigens nicht konsequent durchgezogen.)Ich verstehe durchaus, dass du gern mehr (exakte) Wissenschaft gehabt hättest, bitte dich aber zu bedenken, dass ich für einen 
Nichtphysiker, -chemiker, -mathematiker und -informatiker mit meinem in   zu vielen Dingen leider viel zu beschränkten Kopf doch immerhin versucht habe, das szientistische Maximum aus der Thematik 
rauszukitzeln. Dass es am Ende eine Kunst-Performance wurde, liegt nun mal in der Natur der Sache: Erfundene Wissenschaftsdisziplin + Daniel Ableev = Infotainment(-Versuch). Neben Kunst habe ich nämlich 
durchaus Informatives und Sachliches reingepackt - aber eben nur bis zu einem bestimmten Grad. Denn schlussendlich galt es, die Selectronik zu demonstrieren, was nur funktioniert, wenn man sich   um 
irgendwelche Wahrheiten ungefähr genauso rührend kümmert wie das Leben um “seine” Menschen. Anders gesagt: Ingenieure, die stärkere Laser oder schnellere Prozessoren entwickeln, verhalten sich zu Su-
persymmetrischen Stringtheoretikern so ähnlich, wie Supersymmetrische Stringtheoretiker sich zu Selectronikern verhalten -   ein ziemliches Spekulativitätsgefälle ist spürbar.Was das Experimentelle 
angeht, so sei zunächst gesagt, dass es ein ziemlich weites Feld zu sein scheint. So weit, dass   einige Leute   hartnäckig bezweifeln, ob es so etwas wie experimentelle Kunst überhaupt gibt. Andere 
haben hingegen sehr konkrete Assoziationen   und können eindeutig behaupten: “Helge Schneider ist experimenteller als Olaf Schubert” oder “Hanne Darboven ist experimenteller als Franz Kafka, der ex-
perimenteller als Heinrich Böll ist, der experimenteller als Hunsryk Hau ist”. Wie dem auch sei - an dem Experiment, Kunst wissenschaftlicher zu treiben, werde ich definitiv und nicht unleidenschaftlich 
weiterarbeiten und vielleicht den einen oder anderen Gewinn erzielen. Mein Anspruch aber gilt in erster Linie der Seltsamkeit, nicht der Experimentalität, obgleich der Untertitel der (übrigens nicht 
von mir gegründeten) “Novelle” durchaus letztere nahelegt.as Wesentliche   aus meiner Sicht ist aber dies: Eine der größten mir bekannten Grotesken der Existenz und des Universums ist die Kontingenz. 
Da wäre natürlich unsere Sprache ganz vorne mit dabei, aber das ist   nur eine Untermenge. Wenn man den Kontingenzgrusel weiterspinnt und ausweitet, dann kommt man irgendwann dazu, mit (pseudo-)ran-
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